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Shift the Game with Purpose and Belonging – Jenni Emery
At the start of her presentation, Jenni laid out her stall – that modern businesses should be both
purposeful and human. She acknowledged that “purpose” is the buzzword of the year, so she was
going to unpack and explore what this really means.
Straight away, she illustrated this with one of her own examples of working in a purposeful and
human organisation; she had been in Singapore the previous week with senior leaders from her
business, Arup. One of the big conversations was about collaborating – Jenni emphasised the point
that collaborating won’t happen if people don’t feel that they belong or
can trust each other. Jenni noted that Arup is distinctively led by
purpose and driven by its values.
In her previous role as a lawyer, she led the merger integration between
two legal firms, and from this had developed her philosophy and
approach to leading large scale change with a distinctively human focus.
From this, she has written a book and this provided the basis for her presentation.
She set out the structure of her morning session as:
•
•
•

Laying out the landscape of change
3 pre-conditions for effective change
The BECAUSE framework for successful change

Her over-riding wish was for us all to be inspired to be game-changers.
The landscape of change
Jenni then summarised her children’s favourite bedtime story – the Two
Monsters by David McKee. In this story, the two monsters live on each
side of a mountain. They can’t see each other but can speak to each
other through a tunnel in the mountain. One day, with dusk
approaching, one monster says that the day is departing; the other
disagrees and says that night is arriving. They can’t agree on this, and
argue and fight throwing rocks at each other. This continues
throughout the night and next day.
By the time of the next nightfall, there is no mountain left, they see
each other and realise that they were both right.
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The Two Monsters illustrates our own possible attitudes to change. When faced with change, we
can dig in and maintain the status quo, or we can step forward into the change and uncertainty, to
see if we can create something new. Jenni emphasised that this plays out in our personal lives, in
politics and in our organisations.
Jenni then gave us a couple of minutes to think about a change challenge of our own that we would
like to work on during her session.
She went on to emphasise that change is scary; our brains don’t discriminate between social risks
and physical risks. Therefore, potential loss of status, certainty, and skills etc is as scary as being
chased by a tiger.
However, a change period in itself can be a good experience; for
example it can be an opportunity to create value for our
organisations and create new relationships. When going through
change, the outcome is always better if we embrace the change
period.
Jenni then introduced her “BECAUSE” framework for leading
change. She came back to this after the coffee break, but first
presented her three vital pre-conditions for successful change.
Three vital pre-conditions for successful change: #1 - Purpose
Coming back to the buzzword of “Purpose”, Jenni’s analysis has found that there are six schools of
thought about what we mean and how we use “purpose” in organisations.

1. Social Good – This is the typical way that organisations describe their purpose, ie by
describing their impact on the social environment.
2. Long Term Value – Many organisations describe their purpose in terms of the long term
benefit they are to society.
3. Strategy – This is for organisations who describe their purpose as ways that it makes good
business sense – this is behind Simon Sinek’s “Start with Why”.
4. Evolution – This is where purpose is described as a natural stage in the organisation’s
evolution – it is an inevitable outcome.
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5. Engagement – This is the neuroscience perspective for when people can personally see how
they are connected with the change – ie it matters to them as an individual.
6. Wellbeing – This way of describing purpose is used by organisations describing how we will
all be better as a result of their strategy.
We can also all make use of people’s desire to be part of something good.
Jenni then shared two different definitions of purpose:

She emphasised that organisations need to discover their purpose through meaningful dialogue;
purpose is not something to be imposed top-down.
Arup’s purpose was set out in a key speech in 1970. Despite being 50 years ago, this founding
document is still as valid today, as it was at the time. Author’s note: If you would like to read more
about Arup’s purpose and values, you can read more about Arup
here.
To discover our own purpose, we first need to look at what is
already there.
As an example, I particularly liked Jenni’s use of Michelangelo’s
sculpture of David.
The sculptor said that he “….. saw an angel in the marble and
carved until I set him free”.
Three vital pre-conditions for successful change: #2 – Human Leaders
Change projects are going to introduce even more uncertainty into an organisation, and therefore it
is impossible for leaders to know all of the answers. Human leaders need to be able to show their
vulnerability, and there are two reasons for this:
1. Leaders who show that they don’t know all of the answers are seen as inspiring and people
want to follow them.
2. There is every chance that you will get better results because people are more likely to share
and contribute their own ideas.
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Jenni illustrated this with an example from her previous law firm merger. The major reason that this
merger was a big success was because the leaders turned up, were open to new ideas and thinking,
and were willing to say that they didn’t know all of the answers.
Three vital pre-conditions for successful change: #3 - Stories
Jenni cited research that we are twenty-two times more likely to remember a story than remember
facts, even if you are a logical and rational lawyer or engineer!
I was very taken by her quote from David Rock, that he describes stories as “insight delivery
devices”. This results from us having to store complex information, eg characters, plots and
connections. This causes our brains to work in a different way from memorising un-connected facts.
Jenni then gave us a good example of how to use this in our own work. She has had a group of
senior leaders sitting in a circle; in the middle of the circle is an artfully draped jug of orange juice.
All of the leaders are asked to draw the jug. And, of course, all of the pictures are different due to
them being drawn from different perspectives, from different positions, using different skills, being
influenced by different back histories, and using different materials. Author’s note: interestingly,
we returned to the topic of the power of drawing during the afternoon session with Chris and
Philippa.
When it comes to telling stories, good leaders tell their stories over and over again; they also help
others to find their own stories, ie what is your past, what is your present, and what is your future?
Jenni then wrapped up her first session by opening up for questions from the floor. These are some
of the key points from this Q&A …..
There is a challenge in getting senior leaders to tell the truth in their stories. This problem arises
because leaders are reluctant to demonstrate their vulnerability. Part of this depends on the
generation that the leader comes from. Typically, Jenni has seen this change to story telling really
working when it starts in pockets in an organisation. As other leaders see that story telling works,
they then see that it is not so difficult, they see how effective it is, and they start using the technique
for themselves.
One of the conference participants also added that leaders often over-complicate their messages.
The key is for leaders to wrestle with complexity, and then make the story really simple and
compelling. The most effective leaders avoid the temptation to demonstrate how clever they are by
showing “all of their workings”.
Leaders also don’t realise how iconic they are, and how much they are noticed. We heard examples
of leaders who had responded very personally when someone in their organisation had died, and
another leader how replaced all of the coffee machines in an organisation that is selling high quality
products to ensure that the employees’ experience was consistent with the organisation’s stated
values.
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Jenni also emphasised how often managers and leaders will resist changing the way they lead, when
the reality is that they lack the skills or confidence to operate in a different way. In these
circumstances it is important to find ways to help them make their own personal behavioural
changes, and not just argue the case rationally.
Another example that Jenni quoted from Arup, was that she noticed that the Arup journal contained
impressive pictures of their construction projects, but almost no people. She has gradually
introduced a change and started to feature more people in the journal.
We then broke for coffee, the usual delicious biscuits, and networking with our colleagues.
Returning from the coffee break, Jenni brought us back into the room with a story about her nine
year old daughter and her cake sale. This story emphasised the importance of having a clear
purpose.
I think that we will all remember how her daughter’s school cake sale was changed into a snow day
cake sale when the Beast from the East ripped through her plans. She went from being distraught to
having the time of her life, and raised £500 for the homeless. Even though she had to radically
change her plans, she still achieved her purpose.
The BECAUSE framework for creating value during change
Jenni used her daughter’s story to lead into discussion of her BECAUSE framework; each letter
stands for an area where value can be created during change, or if done badly can make things go
awry.
B = Belonging
Our sense of belonging and social connectedness is the single
biggest predictor of health and longevity; this is as true in our
organisations as it is in our social lives. A lack of belonging can
result in pain that is just as strong as physical pain.
Our sense of belonging can be threatened as soon as something
changes. Jenni then gave us examples of possible changes and
how to re-create a sense of belonging:
•
•

•

Physical environment – For example in Jenni’s law firm merger, they ensured that everyone
had a physical line of sight to someone they knew.
Relationships with one another and the organisation – Another example from the law firm
merger was that they created opportunities for people to connect with others, eg lunch time
drinks.
Identity – People want to feel that they belong to a tribe, eg members of the Bristol office,
members of the consultancy team, professional recognition as an architect etc.

E = Evolution
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In this instance, Evolution is being used in the sense that you can’t predict everything that will
happen.
The key to this is to be crystal clear about where you want to
get to, and then use people who are closest to the action to
identify problems and what needs to be done to overcome
them. Jenni defined this as “coal face mastery”.
As a leader, you can only achieve this by being open to
others’ ideas, but also avoid descending into chaos by
everyone knowing what the overall purpose is that you are
trying to achieve.
Jenni used the example of a caterpillar transforming into a butterfly. During the interim, chrysalis
stage, the caterpillar produces an enzyme which turns it into mush, and then it rebuilds itself round
imaginal cells.
C = Confidence
To illustrate Confidence, Jenni shared some of her own
personal story. During her childhood, she would go
hillwalking with her family – it was often wet and cold.
During these times, she was always keen to be the first to
reach a cairn at the top of a hill, and put a stone on top of the
cairn. She discussed how cairns are waymarkers; we most
need them when we are lost.
During change, we can build “confidence cairns” with the
people who are involved in the change. We can start by getting people to tell their stories about
their pasts and where they have come from; these become the first layer and foundation of the
cairn. After that, each small success can be celebrated, and another stone added to the
metaphorical, or even physical, cairn.
A = Agility
Jenni invited us to think about gymnasts and break-dancers. At
the same time as being massively flexible, they can only achieve
this by having an incredibly strong spine.
Most of the literature on change agrees that if you want to be
agile, you need a clear North Star (ie Purpose), and a dense
network of teams. We need people to be able to both work
together, and to be able to work on their own.
U = Understanding
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Jenni was willing to bet us that in any change project in our
own organisations, the hardest bit is communications.
People typically sit in one of two camps:
1. I know nothing.
2. I’m overloaded with stuff – eg newsletters,
invitations to meetings etc etc.
She reminded us that communication is a 2-way street, and
challenged us to consider if we are listening enough and to
be clear on the key messages that we are trying to convey.
She recommended that in our communications, we aim to create clarity and enlightenment; this will
create truly deep relationships between people.
S = Simplicity
Jenni then went on to tell us about Drachten in the Netherlands. Inspired by watching ice skaters
manoeuvre round each other, the road planners removed all traffic lights, signs and kerbs, and
restored responsibility for road safety to the road users.
She used this as an analogy for how we typically over-engineer
change with plans, complexity and sub-committees. Instead,
we should look at the period of change as an opportunity to
shine a light on some of our organisational practices, take
unnecessary structures away and get people to make decisions
for themselves. Jenni emphasised that this isn’t about being
simplistic; it is about thinking what is the lightest touch we
need to serve our organisations to make decision-making and execution simple.
E – Energy
Jenni started this segment by highlighting that change projects can be a crucible for burning energy
and causing people to feel pretty rubbish. This may lead to periods of low energy.
She advised us to use change projects to create energy
and resilience. We should help people to fall in love with
the creative process of change, and then use the
momentum that the change process creates.
As an example, she talked about her previous law firm,
where everyone knew that the front of house operation
for welcoming and meeting clients was too clunky.
However, it was only when the merger project created
energy across the organisation that a groundswell built to
fix the problems.
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Table group discussions
Jenni then gave us all the chance to discuss everything we had heard in our table groups.
The main points from the feedback from these table discussions were:
•
•
•

•
•

The importance of culture in managing change.
The need to create team honesty and trust – which is even more important when teams are
not co-located.
In long-standing organisations, we need to put extra effort into helping new members create
their own stories, in addition to the older stories which become embedded in the
organisation’s culture.
We need to put effort into understanding the experiences of different generations.
We need to harness the different motivations and energy of all those involved in the change.

Wrapping up
In wrapping up, Jenni emphasised that we need to shift our mindset, and recognise that change is
scary but good. Fundamentally we need to engender a sense of belonging and purpose in our
organisations, and use the BECAUSE framework to shape our change programmes.
And finally, she returned to the story about the Two
Monsters; she reminded us that we all need to be like
them and embrace the beautiful half light in leading
change in our own organisations.
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Working Well in the Unknown – Chris Nichols and Philippa Hardman
We reconvened after a delicious lunch and networking, ready to hear Chris and Philippa discuss their
approach to strategy and leadership development, and how we can use our own visual images and
skills to lead new strategies in our own organisations.
Following the conference, Chris and Philippa have helped me enormously by creating a 10 minute
video which summarises all of the key points from their presentation, thus making my role as report
writer somewhat simpler – Thank You Chris and Philippa!!!
I urge you to watch the video as a refresher on their key points and approach.
At approximately 4 minutes into the video, Chris makes reference to a briefing note containing more
detail about the slide he is discussing at that point. I have reproduced this two page briefing note –
starting on the next page.
In addition, Chris and Philippa have written a case study based on their methods. This has been
published as a chapter in “The Chief Strategy Officer Playbook”. You can view the chapter here.
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